Is that an erection in your pants or are you just happy to see me?
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Researchers Publish Ground-Breaking
Report: Harry’s Is No Longer Move

O

ur worst fear —
which many fringe
scientists and sociologists have been
warning us about
for the past decade — seems to
have actually taken place over
the course of this past year.
According to the bi-annual
Undergraduate Demographics
and
Dogmatic-Ethnopoetics
Report, the once famed Harry’s
Restaurant and Bar is no longer
“the Move.”
Dr. Susan Hymes of the
anthropology
department
commented “we are currently
experiencing a paradigm shift of
an unprecedented scale. Harry’s
has been the Move for Washington University students since
as far back as our records go.”
Hymes reported that the first
records of drinking at Harry’s
reach all the way back to ‘97,
and other than a brief dark age
from ‘03 to ‘05 when all the
department’s documents were
destroyed in a mysterious fire,
it’s been documented as a second
home for students ever since.
“We in the department have no
way of knowing how this pillar
of community being overturned
will affect us going forward,” Dr.
Hymes admitted, “we’ve reached
the limits of human knowledge
in the field.”
According to the UDD-ER,
surveyed students cited many
reasons for the beloved Bar’s fall
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Goodnight sweet prince
from grace. The most common
response was “huge crowds and
overpriced drinks are no longer
endearing,” closely followed
by “smells bad” and “penis”
although that last result was
top ranked in all of the survey
questions so its verisimilitude is
questionable. Another method
the UDD-ER used to evaluate the
bar’s Move-oscity were verbal
exit surveys. While previous
years have always had the mean
rating be somewhere between
“a’ight” and “chill,” the current
reviews place it well below a
high-pitched “ehh” and dangerously close to “not that tight.”
This drop puts it below acceptable Move-levels — another sign
that the reign has come to an end.
Sophomore Mike Palmer was
less surprised by the announcement than the professionals.
“Harry’s used to be dope, but

then I realized that literally
any other bar exists,” Palmer
confided to our interviewer. “I
haven’t been back since.”
While many members of the
WashU community have taken
time off to mourn the passing
of Harry’s Move status, there’s
been no rest for the anthropology department. Ever since
the news broke, the department
has been frantically trying to
pinpoint the new venue that
will fill the vacuum left by
the fallen giant. Early signs
have pointed to various “miniMoves” that have sprouted up
around certain establishments
that are all vying for dominance. Which one will win out
in the end is still unclear, but
at press time the department
is reporting that Kings, the
bar in the Knight’s Center, and
Shepley 4 are the current frontrunners.

Sophomore Notices Urge to Make Puns, Grill
Outside—Fears Impending Fatherhood

He hasn’t moved in days
Due to a recent spike in
fatherly-tendencies Sophomore
Rudy Clements has begun
fearing the impending birth of
his child. Although Clements
has not recently (or ever) had
unprotected (or protected) sex,

PRICE: Goat’s Milk Fresh Out the Udder

his newfound love of transition
lenses has led him to believe that
fatherhood is right around the
corner.
As of last Friday night when
his friends asked if he wanted
to “hit the bars” and he report-

edly responded “That
sounds like it would
sure hurt! Hahahha!
Ehhhh? Boys?” As
his pun was met by
silence, Clements realized that something
was terribly wrong.
Close friends also
started to take note of
his unusually anachronistic behavior after
seeing Clements hit
up Harry’s in a loosefitting pair of jeans and an
Aerosmith t-shirt last Thursday.
This tipped them off to all sorts
of strange changes taking
place. “Yeah, I walked in on
Rudy when he was passed out
yesterday and I thought he’d
Continued on page 4
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Exposé: The Making of a StudLife Article
from. Quotes from students are also
an important part of many articles
which are often paraphrased from
comments on controversial posts
on YikYak. For example, in Kristianson’s article she created the quote
“as a young black student here, the
exclusion of black athletes from all
manner of sporting competitions is
both insulting and unacceptable,”
attributed to “Samantha Hawthorne,”
as a paraphrasing of the Yak “s/o to
that cute blond guy on the basketball
team” posted under the handle “yo
hmu.”
The most efficient distribution of StudLife yet!
StudLife is one of our campus’
most well-stocked newspapers and
is the oldest independent studentrun publication west of the Mississippi (not including California).
But what exactly goes into crafting
each of the spectacular articles?
StudLife’s publication process has
always been hidden behind closed
doors — until now, that is. We had
one of our members go undercover to find out what makes each
StudLife article so special, how they
are made, and where they all come
from. He followed the creation of
one specific article “Why Aren’t
Our Athletic Teams More Black?” by
Daphne Kristianson to illustrate the
process. This is what he found.
How a StudLife writer crafts an
article:
The Premise — At the center
of every article, there’s an idea. Its
important that a writer feels deeply
invested in their idea, which is
why so many of them are directly
invented by the writers rather than

taken from actual events. Look for
details around campus, no matter
how small or not-actually-existent,
to be misconstrued to ground your
idea. Always remember the StudLife
motto: “it’s better to write about an
issue you are heavily invested in
and have preconceptions towards
than one where you are impartial
and unbiased!” The idea for “Why
Aren’t Our Athletic Teams More
Black?” came from Kristianson
seeing three white joggers and zero
black joggers on the track while
she walked to her first class one
morning.
The Research — At this point, the
vast majority of the content of the
article is set. However, there’s
always a few doubting Thomases
that won’t believe everything they
read without some bits of evidence
sprinkled throughout. This is
where research comes in. StudLife
writers comb the internet, doing almost a half-dozen different
Google searches to look for Huffington Post articles to take statistics

The Writing — Now that all the
ingredients are together, it’s time to
assemble the article. The important
thing to remember is that people
don’t read a newspaper for virtuosic writing or an absence of spelling errors — they read it because
it grabbed their attention with an
inflammatory title and keep reading
because each line is more infuriatingly close-minded and objectively
incorrect than the last. You may
notice that the title “Why Aren’t
Our Athletic Teams More Black?” is
awkwardly worded, arguably grammatically incorrect (blacker?), and
borderline racist. This is perfect. A
well-worded, inoffensive title will go
in one metaphorical ear and out the
other, while an incendiary title will
get stuck in your consciousness like
a fishbone caught in your throat.
The Editing — Hahahahahahahahahaha
And there you have it. This is the
exclusive look into our wonderful
paper’s weekly creation. Hopefully
this insight will let you appreciate
how much work goes into each article.

Record Number of Freshmen Continue to
Mistake Uncle Joe’s as a Sex Hotline
Last Tuesday, Uncle Joe’s
released a PSA on their Facebook
page with the message “dear
freshmen, we are a peer counseling organization that provides
first-line support and resources
for students in need. We are not
a daddy-issue themed sex hotline.
Please stop calling.” After seeing
this, we contacted the organization to find out more about this
apparent problem.
“At the beginning of every
year, there’s always a few confused
souls,” Joe’s member Rasida Evans
confided, “usually we gently
mention that this isn’t a 1-900
number and they politely back
off. However, this year it’s been
different. This year we’ve been
plagued by an unusually large
and obstinate class that can’t take
a hint.”
According to Rasida, every
Friday and Saturday night, the Joe’s
call center is flooded with calls
almost exclusively by students
trying to get off with the help of

Big Joe. It’s hard to screen
these calls from the
calls of people actually
looking for counseling,
since both conversations
start similarly enough
with lines like “help me,
I’ve got a problem,” or
“I’ve been feeling homesick recently.” Because of
this, Joe’s members are
forced to spend valuable
minutes humoring these
students’ twisted Electra
complexes, not sure if
“do you mind if I call you
daddy” is a valuable way
to work through tough
feelings of inadequacy,
or just a sex fantasy for
a hormonal teen while
he frantically flails the
whale.
“We’ve never had The other Uncle Joe is not happy about the
to do this before, but confusion either
unfortunately we needed
to ban a few students’ phone
policies in case they ever needed help,
numbers from our program. This
but we just couldn’t take the volume
normally would be against our
Continued on page 4
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Missed Connections Wash U

BD Line (into my heart) - w4m
You were standing in line for a the grill. I was behind you…
but i wish i were beneath you. You were the short-haired
blonde who ordered a turkey burger. Message me my eye
color and the song i was humming so i know its you.

(March 21 - April 19)
You will meet someone at the
bunny that you won’t recognize at first. Go with him.
Follow him into his van. This
will be the first day of the rest
of your life.

(September 23 - October 22)
You know how they say there
are two types of people in the
world? Well I say there’s only
ONE type of you: you.

(April 20 - May 20)
Set a notification in your
phone for May 3rd at 4:17 AM.
I won’t ruin the surprise, but
you’ll thank me later.

(October 23 - November 22)
Your lucky numbers are 5, 7,
19, 29, 47, PowerBall: 3. Use
these in the Missouri lottery.
You’ll win for sure, I promise.

(May 21 - June 21)
Watch out for what your roommate, Paul Hurwitz, leaves in
the fridge this week. I think he
put in some spoiled milk as a
passive aggressive way to tell
you to stop eating his food.

(November 23 - December 21)
;)

(June 22 - July 23)
You will feel something at
some point that you have
often felt in the past, like
sadness or your cat.

(December 20 - January 19)
Drop pre-med, it’s only
making you unhappy. Pick up
that poetry major instead. I
know your parents want you
to be a doctor but fuck them,
follow your dreams. You
deserve it.

(July 24 - August 23)
Dude, what if, like, one of
the Mars rovers landed on
another Mars rover and they
both broke. That would suck.

(January 21 - February 19)
Believe it or not, there are
actually no Aquarii at WashU.
I know, who would have
thought?

(August 24 - September 22)
Hehehe, your sign sounds
like virgin. Why don’t you try
getting laid, loser? Oh wait, I
don’t see that in your future
any time soon. Burn!

(February 20 - March 20)

.

We barely met - m4w
We only met in passing, but we locked eyes for a moment
and it was the most sensual, fulfilling experience of my life. I
don’t remember much about that brief, wonderful experience,
but I think you were brunette, 5’4”, from Topeka, Kansas,
live in Lee 302, SSN 129-987-5834. Send me your exact hourly
schedule. I’ll know.

Bio 2960 - w4w
You were in our crowded bio lecture. Brunette, vaguely jewish, had a longchamp bag, toms, and a floral dress. I mostly
just saw the back of your head, but it was love at first sight.
Message me one discerning feature. Like any one. I’m sure I’ll
know it when I hear it.

Older gentleman - w4m
You were stiffly walking across campus with a sexy, plastered
on expression. You were beautifully, absently nodding to everything your conversation partners were saying. Your wavy,
grey comb-over perfectly matched your three-piece suit. Maybe
we can Lead Together sometime ;). Message me how much you
plan to hike my tuition.

Whispers/ Shouting
Sitting, studying. Pensive, eating. Noise, so much noise, but
whispers all around and no where. Your table was round, but
your aura -- infinite. Mac light glowing, study time flowing.
Flowing away like people never met. Tell me the color of my
top-knot band.

Growing Love - m4t

You know that flicker you see in your
peripheral vision every time you enter
your apartment? That will cease exactly
6 days after reading this. However,
this will only serve to make you more
uneasy in your own home. Good luck.

Party Mistake - m4w
I met you at a party last night. We bumped into each other. And then again, and again.
Somehow we kept getting separated. It wasn’t that crowded, but I guess you got swept
away (like you swept me off my feet) cause everytime I looked away you were gone
like a passing sunset/rainbow combo. When we finally got to exchange numbers, you
miswrote yours. Let’s fix that mistake and make some new ones.

My love for you was seeded only a couple decades ago, but it has since grown large and strong and well-shaded. When I feel your rough embrace, I just want to
climb all over you. I think its time we bore the fruit of or relationship. If you agree meet me where we always do.

Point

Counter-Point

The Apple Watch will fundamentally change the way humans
interact with technology

Why is this guy so obsessed
with Apple watch?

By: Chandler Michens

By: Amanda Taylor

Casual Apple Enthusiast, Steve Jobs
Dakimakura Owner

Skeptic Spectator, Free Thinker

I think its pretty fair to say Apple has
ushered in most, if not all, major technological advances of the past 50 years. I
know what you’re thinking: “But Chandler, Apple was founded only 39 years
ago on April 1, 1976 in Cupertino, California”. Well, I would like to inform you
that Steve Job, rest his beautiful intellect,
was laying the foundations for change
decades before Apple was incorporated!

Then you’re all like, “But Chandler,
Steve Jobs was only 21 when he helped
found Apple. How was he effecting the
landscape of computer interface in his
toddler and teen years?” Shut the fuck
up!! Steve Jobs is a god and in his spirit I
am guided! I’m buying whatever the hell
they’re coming out with, and its going to
be the most revolutionary, retroactively
invalidating thing ever!

Oh my god, this guy across the room has
been researching the Apple watch for like
4 hours now. He’s such a freak. I counted
every style he looked at and how many
times he looked at them, and let’s just
say it was off-putting. After compiling his
stats into an Excel sheet, I found he spent
an average of 4 minutes and 34 seconds
on each style, but with a standard deviation of OVER 2 MINUTES. How about

some consistency, ya weirdo! I don’t even
get why this dude is so wet over the Apple
watch. It’s like a tiny phone that you wear
on your wrist? Except it needs an iPhone to
function. Or is it supposed to replace your
phone? After, researching the prevailing
options and cross-referencing different factchecking sites, I don’t get why anyone who
isn’t a complete freak would be so obsessed
about the damn thing.
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Uncle Joe’s Sex Hotline Continued
or rapid frequency, so to speak,”
Joe’s spokesman Arnold Simone
admitted.
We managed to track
down one repeat offender, Tim
Fulton, for an interview due to
the fact that he replied to almost
every Uncle Joe’s Facebook post
attempting to talk dirty to the
anonymous member that maintains the page. “Oh man, Uncle
Joe’s is my go-to hotline,” Fulton
was happy to share with our
interviewer, “I love how they

start off all slow and concerned
and then get angry with you —
just like my uncle used to! They
have such dedication to the role
too. They keep in character so
much that they’ve blocked my
number. Now I have to call
in from one of those weird
communal phones in Whispers
like the dirty little boy that I am.
How did they even know I also
have public indecency fetish?”
We asked Rasida what
Joe’s planned to do about the

issue. “I just hope the class next
year isn’t the same way,” Evans
responded with a despondent
sigh, “although judging by the
huge spike in traffic we got
during scholarship weekend,
I’m not holding my breath.”
At press-time, it seems
that deluge of horny callers has
finally let up some for the poor
organization ever since many
of the freshmen caught wind
of a new fetish-themed sex line:
S.A.R.A.H.

Sophomore Fears Fatherhood Cont.
just like, y’know, had too many
shots and — whatever. But then
I noticed his computer was on
and he had like, 50 searches
going…LazEboys,
Sensodyne, Florida timeshares. Most
surprising of all, not a single
tab was devoted to porn…
that’s when I knew something
was up,” confides roommate
Laurence Bleu.

In light of his seemingly
immaculate conception, Clements has made quick plans to
“remedy” the situation. He
recently purchased 10 crates
of Plan B, just to be safe, as
well as an assortment of available literature from planned
parenthood. He attempted to
distribute these gift baskets of
goodies to his former flames,

The Puzzler’s Dilemma

along with a note that heavily
implied that porn is better on
VHS.
Most recently Clements
was seen enjoying a Werther’s
Original hard candy while
wearing his compression socks,
pondering whether he was
mistaken and he was, in fact,
already a grandfather.

Can you find all 15 words
hidden in the sea of
random letters? It’s tough,
but possible!
Word Bank:
Supernacular
Thalassocracy
Ennui
Proscenium
Apothegm
Chthonic
Tmesis
Oblivescence
Aetiology
Ataraxia
Emollient
Tatterdemalion
Lapsarian
Eeeeeeeee-ee
Terraqueous

Top 10...
Top 10 Things You Totally
Should Have Called

10.
9.
8.
7.

Your mom

Your elementary school guidance counselor to tell them
you finally got a job and you’re
finally becoming something
and FUCK YOU MS. NORBERRY
Ted Cruz coming out as an early
front-runner
Stock market crash

6.

Your friend from freshman year
you ran into and totally decided
to hang out with

5.

The prefrosh you fucked last
week

4.

Fore right after you hit a golf
ball

3.

Ted Cruz coming out

2.

That hand in strip poker that
would have finally let you see
boobs

1.

Your sponsor

What Do You Think?
Ken Burns has been chosen as the speaker for this year’s commencement. What do you think?

Thomas Simmons
Avid Ken Burns fan, junior

“Oh wow! The seniors this
year are so lucky. I might
stay for commencement this
year just to see him. And my
friends off or whatever.”

George Washington

Hiding under a thin bravado of
cocksuredness

“So the civil war, WWII, ol’
TJ, and even those pussies
in congress get their own
documentaries, but not the
greatest president to ever
live or the war he led for our
freedom? Yeah, okay.”

Richard Valentino

Avid Ken Burns effect fan, senior

“What are the chances
he’ll let me walk
towards him really
slowly during the
speech?”

Ken Burns

Commencement speaker, makes some
movies

“I can only hope that in 100
years people will remember
this panning over some
archival photographs set to
a soothing melody and a
voice-over.”

Anthony Michens

Senior, average knowledges of documentaries

“I’m excited enough that I
looked him up and I’ll pay
attention to his speech, but
not enough that I’ll watch
any of his movies.”

